**Subject:** Turn Signals Engage When Depressing the Brake Pedal

**Models Years Affected:** 2017 - SOP to H1129315

**Models Affected:** Chevrolet Express/GMC Savana Cut-away Vans with Separated Rear Stop/Turn Signals (V4D)

**Origination Date:** October 17, 2016

**Revision Date:** October 27, 2016

**ADVISORY:**

This UI Bulletin is being created using information contained in General Motors Preliminary Information Bulletin 16-NA-345 V2

**Condition/Concern:**
Some customers may comment that the turn signals engage when pressing on the brake pedal.

**Cause:**
This condition may be caused by a software anomaly.

**Correction:**
- For vehicles without UY7, update the body control module (BCM) with the latest software. Refer to Body Control Module Programming and Setup in SI.
- **DO NOT** perform this bulletin on vehicles with UY7 RPO. This change will result in the loss of stop lamp functionality for the trailer lamps if performed. Engineering is developing a solution for these vehicles.

**Note:** The solution will not be a SW solution. The UY7 (trailering capability) will either need to be removed or the vehicle will need to be rewired to retain proper trailering operation.

**Warranty Information:**
Dealers should refer to Bulletin 16-NA-345 for applicable warranty labor operation and time